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Female: Good evening, everyone. I'd like to call the meeting to order. First, I would like to 
declare a quorum for our regular session and I would like to encourage the 
audience here, to continue going through the food line and enjoy the evening. 
 

 Even though you won't get to chit chat anymore, at least you can enjoy the food 
so please feel free to get up at any time, and go through the line. Thanks so 
much. First item of business, I'd like to have a motion to approve the agenda. 
 

Jim: I so move. 
 

Female: Approved by Jim. Do I have a second? 
 

Kenny: Second. 
 

Female: Second by Kenny. All in favor of approving the agenda, signify by saying aye. 
 

Group: Aye. 
 

Female: Opposed, same signal. Motion carries and we have ... 
 

Female: We have celebrations. 
 

Female: We have information reports, celebrations. I like celebrations. 
 

Female: We have so many celebrations tonight, and so what we're going to do is move 
through them. Many of these celebrations recognize our students. Some 
recognize our faculty. I love this time of year because we have the opportunity to 
do that. I'm going to set it up, and then I have people who are going to come 
forward and talk, and then of course we also have shows to present to you as 
well. I'm going to get out of the way as I do this. 
 

 First of all, I think all of you became very familiar with the study that showed 
what the investment our tax payers made in the community, and what the 
return on that investment would be. Every three years or so, three to four years, 
we have the study from EMSI that comes in and looks at that. That organization 
does that study for all of the community colleges in the nation, and one of the 
things that they then do is they create a video of the message related to what 
the return on an investment is, in a community college education. 
 

 I was talking with one of our Integrated Media instructors who is not here 
tonight, Jack Schommer. I asked him if it was going to be possible for us to take 
our information, and create a video that we can use as we connect with our 
communities. He took that proposal to a group of students and one of our 
students is here this evening, and I'm going to ask him now to stand. He's going 
to introduce himself and talk about what process they went through to create 
this video. They have a little bit of an example but it is Mt Hood, and then we're 
going to show it to you so you can see the amazing work of our student 
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videographers in our integrated media program. Is that a good enough 
introduction? 
 

Jerome: Yeah, perfect. 
 

Female: There you go sir. 
 

Jerome: My name is Jerome Hart. I'm a video student here at Mt Hood. We got the call up 
with two other students to make a video, and together we sat down and wrote a 
script based on the numbers that we were given. Then shot it, edited it, shot it 
with one of the students in our broadcasting and then edited together. Put some 
graphics on it. 
 

Female: It's ready to go. 
 

Jerome: All good. Yeah. 
 

Female: Are we ready? 
 

Jerome: Yeah. 
 

Female: Okay. Let's maybe turn the lights down a little bit. Carrie's got it I think ready to 
go. 
 

Male: NHCC has over twelve thousand jobs [inaudible 00:04:57] at the same time 
putting $750,000,000 to the local economy. I've been going here for two years, 
and I've already gained enough skills and experience to not only get a degree, 
but to lay out in the workplace. When I graduate, I'll reach a higher income than 
most non college graduates. I'm not the only one who invests in Mt Hood, tax 
payers do too. For every $1 tax payers spend at Mt Hood, they get four in return. 
That's some serious cash. 
 

 If I get in a two year degree I'll receive over 12.5% more money in my lifetime 
wages. If you think that's a lot of money, wait till you hear [inaudible 00:05:48] 
population will receive an additional $650,000,000 during their working lives. Oh 
and more, visit nhcc.edu and learn what NHCC can do for you. 
 

Female: When I see it, it was the voice and ... 
 

Male: Synchronized. 
 

Female: It was all matched together. We were having some technical difficulties. The 
message I think is so strong about the investment our community makes in the 
college, and the return on that investment. For me to be able to ask our 
Integrated Media faculty to assist us through a student project, and be able to 
see this come to fruition is just amazing. 
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 I wanted to present it tonight because it is finals week and I did send a message 
to Jack, that they should get an A on their project. With that I want to thank you. 
 

Jerome: Thank you. 
 

Female: Next on my list is Rho Theta. Beth Sammons is here and this amazing group of 
students has made great strides, in relationship to winning national awards and 
becoming one of the best Rho Theta chapters in the nation. Do you want to 
introduce that Beth, and then we'll have our students speak and celebrate your 
successes? 
 

Beth: I would love to introduce the students. I'd like to introduce our Chapter 
President Cassie Westgate. Our Membership Director is Kristian Reyes and our 
Vice President of Leadership is Cassie James. [inaudible 00:08:20] was one of our 
active members and she has one of our cute Phi teachers. I'll let them tell you 
about their successes this year and oh yes, there will be another video. 
 

Female: This year we've really worked on scholarship and trying to help students earn 
money for school. One of the things we did was in November we put on a 
scholarship seminar, where we invited students to come. It was on a Saturday 
and we actually over filled the room, there were people standing up in the back. 
We just walked them through how to apply for OSAC and how to apply for Phi 
Theta Kappa scholarships. 
 

 OSAC is for any student, not for just Phi Theta Kappa members. Then in late 
January, early February we had three scholarship workshops where we actually 
had students come in, and sit down on computers in the tutoring center. We 
helped them fill the scholarship applications out and we had combined with all 
four of those events, [inaudible 00:09:30] As far as our projects that we've 
worked on in this year, one of the projects that I led was our Honors National 
research project. 
 

 We researched autism in our community and how the diverse diagnosis's and 
different things, the aspects there are with the autism spectrum. We made this 
interactive teaching module we could help teachers teach their students, 
because we interview parents and they were saying that one of the biggest 
things is that their children are often times misunderstood. There is myths or 
things about them and stereotypes, and so that was one of the things we were 
trying to break. We actually won an international award for that project, so that 
was cool. 
 

Male: For any students who become a member, we do have requirements and that's 
you hold a 3.5 GPA. Over the term, over the year we had about fifteen hundred 
eligible students and two hundred seven of them joined. I'm trying to push that 
and tell people that there are so many benefits like Cassie said. Scholarships and 
there's leadership experiences [inaudible 00:10:54] or just an active member. We 
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do have scholarships available to you just to help you guys out, I just want you 
guys to know that. That we're here for you and we appreciate you guys. 
 

Female: Speaking of leadership, another project that I led was our college project. That's 
something where we look around the college and see where the college might 
need some help, what we can do to help them and it also goes up for possible 
international award. It is a little bit of a competition, but this year we notice that 
a lot of students get confused with college placement tests. 
 

 They don't know where to go to look to prep on it, they don't much about it 
period and so we set out to make a video on how to prepare for the college 
placement test. The video is kind of cheesy on my part, I think it gets the point 
across. To help students better prepare so they spend less time in developmental 
courses, and hopefully makes them stay longer. 
 

Female: You ready? 
 

Female: While we run the video we've got some handouts. You'll notice on the handout 
Phi Beta Kappa at the top is the International Honor Society. We are the best Rho 
Theta in the country because we are the only Rho Theta ... 
 

Female: I just wanted to point out that we are still going through the final edits with this 
video. 
 

Female: I made them bring it in. 
 

Male: Welcome, and thank you for choosing Mt Hood Community College as your 
institution for higher education. 
 

Female: Now, before you begin your journey you may be required to take the college 
placement test. Relax, this test is just to make sure that you get into the class 
that's setup right for you, so it's very important that you take the test seriously, 
and are ready on the day you take it. If you haven't taken the SAT's or the ACT's, 
this is a guide for us to place you in the correct classes. Can you imagine having 
to learn two plus two all over again? If you've transferred from another school or 
are entering into a particular program, you may be exempt from taking the 
college placement test. Ask our testing center staff to be sure. 
 

 Are you multilingual or bilingual? Let our testing center staff know. Also, please 
let our staff know if you require any testing accommodations, so we can make 
sure you succeed. Now get comfortable, because we're going to tell you 
everything you need to know about the test, and give you the tools you need to 
succeed. The college placement test evaluates you in three different areas; 
reading, writing and math, but luckily for you the test has no time limit and can 
even be saved and continued at another time, or even another day. 
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 Be sure that you show up at least two hours before the testing center closes, to 
allow you enough time to be mentally and physically prepared. Do take time 
review reading, writing and math, using the resources we provide located on our 
website. Make sure you have your NHCC ID number and a photo ID with you. 
Food and drinks are not allowed, so make sure that you are well fed and 
hydrated before the test. 
 

 Family and friends are not allowed to sit with you during the test, so please make 
accommodations beforehand. No talking during the test. Locker will be provided 
for valuables. This includes music devices, cell phones and computers. Basic 
calculators, scratch papers and pencils will be provided, so you can leave yours at 
home. 
 

 Remember, if you feel overwhelmed you can take the test on different days. 
Being stressed during your test could result in you not doing your best work, so 
take breaks to refresh your mind. After completing the test, your test scores will 
be printed and given to you by our testing center staff. If you think you didn't 
place as well as you could have, that's okay. Each of the subjects allows for one 
retest once per year. Now it's time to head on over to the orientation center, so 
they can help you prepare for your next steps. Thank you for watching. 
 

Male: We hope you use this information to do well on your placement test. Good luck 
and we'll see you soon. 
 

Female: Do you have anything else you would like to share? 
 

Female: We just want to send out a thank you to our staff, for really pulling through and 
helping us out. It was the week after finals that we filmed that, so in December. 
Rain, road blocked out, so it was good to get volunteers. Thank you also to 
[inaudible 00:17:46] Community College, came and helped us out with that as 
well. 
 

Female: We move in, incorporated this into our webpage and information, so that 
students have it available to them, as they think about having to come and take 
the college placement test. Every year Rho Theta comes to me during the 
summer, and talks about what the needs of the college are. What do you think 
we should be working on? When they talked to me about this project I was 
excited, having years and years ago been pretty involved with the college 
placement test and testing center. 
 

 To know that students are still having the same types of challenges but also to 
really prepare students, so that they have a sense of what they're getting into 
before they walk through those doors with their Popsicle's and their Kitty Kats 
and all that. I just want to recognize this group. Every year we have amazing 
students and Beth you do an amazing job of working with them. I had the 
opportunity to be the keynote at their induction ceremony this last spring, and I 
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very much appreciate the honor so thank you. Thank you for your ongoing work 
and your national awards. 
 

 Okay, where's the advocate? Come on up you guys. Many of these faces are 
familiar, they definitely are familiar to me. What I would like them to do tonight 
is introduce themselves, and they also have been working very diligently this 
year, and have recently won awards that I would like you guys to talk about. 
Emily maybe you can talk about the transition to next year, we already have a 
new editor for next year. Go ahead you guys. Do you have a video? 
 

Female: I have a video for [inaudible 00:20:00] 
 

Female: No, so I can sit down here? 
 

Male: Yeah. 
 

Female: Okay. 
 

Adam: My name's Adam, I was the magazine Editor for lack of a better word. This is 
Greg, he's been with us forever and he does all sorts of things. This is Ivy our 
Editor-in-Chief, this is Emily our PR guru/I guess you're Editor this year? 
 

Female: The amazing person behind you? 
 

Adam: Howard. 
 

Male: Our advisor. 
 

Male: One of two advisors, Daniel Ernst could not be here tonight. Does a great job. 
You said the guys who really do a great job. 
 

Adam: Yeah, we brought you thirty one issues this year, one for every week of the 
school year minus finals week. Towards the end of the year we went to 
Collegiate Press Day by Oregon Newspaper Publishers Association, and took 
home first in General Excellence. That's all from me, you guys want to say 
anything? 
 

Female: You brought something, can we share what your award looks like? Maybe talk 
about what the award is for exactly. 
 

Female: Yeah. First in General Excellence is a big one, this is the biggest award you can 
get. It basically means that you were the best consistently. 
 

Male: We won best graphic for issue number three, remember that. It was the one 
with the [inaudible 00:21:27] 
 

Female: Yes we do remember that. 
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Female: We got second place for best series. 

 
Female: What was the series? You had so many good ones you don't remember? 

 
Male: Right. We submitted a number of them, but don't exactly keep track of which 

one they voted on. We called them numerous times to find out but ... 
 

Male: Yeah, I was scared they were going to pull a Steve Harvey. They gave us an award 
for something we didn't win. They haven't taken it back yet. 
 

Female: We also got first in best sportsfolio, third place in best editorial, second place for 
best spot news photo which is the one that was not our photo. Second place in 
best cartoon. 
 

Female: I just again want to thank the Advocate, they work closely with the presidents 
office and I enjoy the time. This year I learned a lot and we've had an opportunity 
to talk about that, so way to go you guys. I know some of you are going to be 
around next year and others are on to bigger and better things. I just want to 
remind you that staying at Mt Hood Community College you do get your tuition 
pledge to continue, hint hint. Thanks you guys, thanks Howard. 
 

 I am always absolutely impressed with what happens in the Mt Hood Community 
College Athletic Department. What we do over there in relationship to not only 
supporting student athletes, but also leadership, service, civic engagement, of all 
of our teams is amazing. This year, once again we have our women's softball 
team with us. They are the North West Athletic Conference Softball Champions 
again. 
 

 Meadow, do you want to get up? I know you have a video so I think everyone 
knows Meadow. I know Kim's here but I can't see her behind the water. I'm going 
to get out of the way again and if there are, it would be fun to see how we could 
just have each of our women introduce themselves. Position they played and if 
they're going on to another journey in the life, let us know what that is otherwise 
we will expect to see the rest of you here next here, winning yet another 
championship. Okay. 
 

Hailey: My name is Hailey Valitski and I play second base, and I will be returning next 
year. 
 

Reeghan: My name is Reeghan Lehnert and I play right field, and I'll be heading on to a 
dental program and then pursuing oral hygiene. 
 

Rachel: My name is Rachel Rutledge and I play short stop, and I will be moving on to a 
four year program. 
 

Jazz: I'm Jazz, I play off field and I'll be coming back next year. 
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Sammie: I'm Sammie Byron, I'm a pitcher and I will be returning next year. 

 
Kendall: I'm Kendall Cox, I'm a pitcher and I will be continuing my education [inaudible 

00:25:26] 
 

Kayla: I'm Kayla Byers and I was a pitcher, and I will be continuing school next year 
here. 
 

Tiara: I'm Tiara Champ and I played center field, and I'll be going to the Navy. 
 

Cheyenne: I'm Cheyenne Vance, I'm a pitcher and I will be attending here next year. 
 

Darian: I'm Darian Lindsey, I'm a catcher and I will be home schooling. 
 

Courtney: I'm Courtney Cabana and I was a left fielder, and I'm going on to Oregon State 
next year, and majoring in Kinesiology to pursue my career in Occupational 
Therapy. 
 

Davineekaht: My name is Davineekaht White Elk, I played outfield and I'll be returning. 
 

Karli: My name's Karli, I played first and I'll be returning next year. 
 

Lexi: My name's Lexi, I'm an outfielder and I'll be here next year. 
 

Megan: My name's Megan, I played third and I will be completing softball career and 
majoring in Nursing. 
 

Madisen: I'm Madisen Baldwin, I'm first baseman and I'll be coming back next year. 
 

Meadow: As you can see there's a good mix of young ladies that'll be graduating, walking 
and shaking their [inaudible 00:26:40] hand this Saturday, and then there's a 
good mix that'll be coming back next year and continue to make an impact. One 
of the things I just want to say, I'm going to keep this really short. We have a 
video we're going to show you here about our journey in that tournament. This 
groups is so special for so many reasons. 
 

 They really won off the field and that's going to be something that I'm really 
going to remember about this group, is the amount of time that they invested in 
our college. Not just in the classroom, on the softball field but volunteering at 
carious events, knocking on doors during the bond campaign. A lot of times it's 
me requesting that of them, but all of them at any moment stepping up and 
serving our college, because they love Mt Hood Community College so much. 
 

 They've really epitomized what it means to be a saint here, and the success that 
they've had has just been continuing from the second they started on this 
campus. For many of them, six that'll be graduating and moving on, they've 
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made such a significant impact on our softball program, that they can hold their 
head high and really be able to be walking away from Mt Hood Community 
College feeling so proud. 
 

 The next seven and a half minutes is a video that is a compilation of our NWAC 
Championship Tournament. You're going to see a lot of heart, a lot of fire and 
you're really going to see the whole theme of our tournament. We knew in order 
for us to win an NWAC Championship it was going to take every single one of 
these young ladies, not just the nine that played on the field. Our whole motto 
the entire weekend was together we are unstoppable, and so that's what this 
video is all about. Enjoy. 
 

Female: We always have this all ready and, there we go [singing 00:29:35] 
 

Group: We are Mt Hood! We are Mt Hood! We are Mt Hood! [singing 00:33:22] 
 

Female: This is the championship game guys [singing 00:35:09] When you guys see that 
does it still feel just awesome? 
 

Group: Yeah. 
 

Female: Feels awesome. Those are our students celebrations for this evening, I want to 
thank everybody again, it's just amazing time of year. With that we're going to 
continue on, and if you guys want to raise as you go or stay, or leave Meadow 
I'm sure will give you permission to go and study for finals. I was amazed today 
how many still have finals. Thank you everybody. 
 

Female: More student athletes I think that are here. 
 

Female: Oh, more student athletes, okay. 
 

Female: We did have some folks that showed up too. 
 

Female: You want to go ahead? 
 

Female: If you don't mind. 
 

Female: No, go ahead. 
 

Female: That would be great. We're so proud of our softball team, we got also some 
great kids too that have really worked hard all year. We have an All American in 
Brian Salgado right here on the track team, returning All American in captain 
Kayla Watkins. The captain of our cross country team and track team did a super 
job, great guy Luke Lowe. This guy broke a thirty year school and conference 
record in the hundred and ten meter high hurdles, won the triple jump for us at 
the conference meet and you will see maybe shadows of him the next couple of 
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months. He was a stand-in for Ashton Eaton, the world record holder in the 
decathlon this past summer. This is Josh Turner. Wide smile there too. 
 

 We have our volleyball team that's going to be bringing us back [inaudible 
00:39:41] We're so proud of our NWAC Coach of the Year Meadow McWhorter. 
Five NWAC Championships in the last eight years. Doug Bowman and Coach 
Fernando Fantroy, Coach of our Track and Field Team that did a fantastic job of 
hosting the NWAC Track and Field Championships this past spring. Our most 
rookiest coach Kim Lissinna will be taking over the head volleyball job for us. 
John Hawley who does it all, who won more games for our women's basketball 
team this year than all three years combined, John Hawley. 
 

 Also just one quick other thing, this group is part of the group that was runner up 
finish for the Presidents Cup for Academic Excellence, based on GPA's 
completion and retention. Three years that award has been given out, we've 
been in the top three every single year. We have a member of the 2016 All 
Oregon Academic Team in Rachel Rutledge. Of our a hundred and twenty 
freshmen and sophomore student athletes we will receive sixty seven degrees 
this spring. 
 

Female: My apologies, I did not mean to overlook you guys at all, and I hope you all know 
that we support you tremendously and you represent us so well. It's great to be 
a saint. Now if you want to leave you can leave. Bye, take care guys. [crosstalk 
00:42:25] Are you ready? Come on up Christie Plinski. 
 

 Now is the time for our distinguished faculty awards, and Christie is going to 
preside over that. We're going to ask that as she's reading your name you come 
up, and then we have your token and your monetary award from the foundation. 
 

Christie: This is such an exciting night, because we've noticed all of the energy of the 
students. Now we begin to meet the heart and soul of the college and the 
faculty, who have really earned an Outstanding Teacher Award. It is my great 
honor to present these awards. As Dr Derr has mentioned I'm going to call your 
name, I'm going to ask you to come up. 
 

 I will read some of the comments that both students and colleagues have said 
about our faculty, and I would just ask you to really hear behind all of the 
comments, just the passion that goes into the work that they do. We're going to 
start with Julie Vawser. Julie was nominated for the award because of her 
excellent rapport with students, and for earning the respect of her colleagues. 
Julie has been a part time instructor at Mt Hood since 1988. 
 

 Some of the comments taken from her nomination include, "Julie connects with 
her students, she builds relationships and checks in with them. She's extremely 
organized, her organizational skills serve as a model for students and help them 
manage the demands of the college. She always respectful and caring even when 
having tough discussions, yet she takes risks and asks difficult questions. Julie is 
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the model of a strong, compassionate, hardworking and dedicated teacher 
professional." Congratulations Julie. All right, we're going to take a picture. 
 

 It is my great honor to introduce this next faculty member, Dr Naomi Abrahams 
was awarded with an honor last week as well. Her students were so quick to 
respond and to understand that this teacher was being honored, they burst into 
approving applause. Naomi was nominated for the prestigious Teaching Award 
by current students, former students and colleagues who admire her dedication 
to teaching. 
 

 Some of the students who rave about their teacher Naomi had said, "Naomi's 
really fun, she's honest and a down to earth instructor. She's very caring and 
serious yet she's a laid back instructor, who makes the topics relevant to life. You 
know Ms Abrahams is a good teacher when you want to do the homework and 
be prepared for class." [inaudible 00:46:34] 
 

 The colleagues agree and they said, "Naomi has always impressed me as one of 
the most sympathetic and empathetic of all teachers. Naomi is very pro student, 
she consistently focuses on the well-being and learning of her students. Naomi 
displays the highest level of commitment an educator can make to her students, 
her colleagues and her community." Congratulations Naomi. 
 

 This next instructor is another full-time instructor, but whether they're full-time 
or part-time is less relevant than the fact that they are so passionate for our 
students. We're very, very pleased and I would like to invite Susan Spencer to 
come forward. Susan's students obviously love her and when the team went into 
present this award to Susan, her students were almost, in fact you had them do a 
little dance. Remember this was in anatomy, physiology class. [inaudible 
00:47:50] 
 

 Some of the comments that her students made, "Susan was my first college 
instructor ever. I entered the A&P classroom, not an easy classroom, utterly 
terrified but from that very first day I knew I would be successful. Professor 
Spencer's A&P classes are a model of coziness. She treats students respectfully 
and with sincere personal warmth. When giving a difficult presentation and we 
feel tense, Susan interrupts herself with fun stories to ease the stress. Susan uses 
many different styles when she teaches including doing quirky dances and other 
things, to help us remember and learn the material. Susan validated me as a 
student and a person worth her time, even off the clock." Congratulations Susan. 
 

 This next instructor I think you probably ought to ask him to do a little 
demonstration of his skill force, but he probably isn't going to want to do them. 
I'm going to invite Kevin Lambert to come forward. Kevin, his students were 
absolutely enamored with him during the presentation, and were almost giddy. 
The whole room was enlightened and it was a wonderful. Some of the comments 
that his colleagues made about Kevin. 
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 "There's a magic in Kevin's classroom. He embodies joy in teaching and his deep, 
layered approach is recognized and respected by his students and by all of us. He 
works diligently to implement classroom delivery methods, that engage and 
support students of all experience levels. From beginners who can't read music 
to the most advanced students, it is a rare instructor who can touch the hearts 
and minds of each and every student. Kevin Lambert has that gift." 
 

 Student comments. One student said, "Right from the get go Kevin put me at 
ease. I was instantly struck by the level of enthusiasm and the overwhelming 
love for what he teaches. I had a great choir teacher in high school, but I learned 
more in the first day with Kevin than I did in my four years of high school. Kevin 
always arrived in class excited to teach along with laughter and fun, there is still a 
professional air which shows in our performances. Kevin doesn't just teach 
music, he teaches feelings. Kevin has the most amazing hybrid mix of 
professional work ethic and a good, goofy sense of humor." Congratulations 
Kevin. 
 

 I have one last faculty member to introduce and this is a very special one as well. 
It's my honor to introduce Laura Kutner, Laura would you come forward? Laura is 
one of our ABE/GED part time instructors. She not only loves her students and 
works hard to make sure that they're successful, but she cares very deeply about 
the ABE/GED programs, and Mt Hood overall. 
 

 Comments include, "Laura is warm, inviting and extremely approachable. She's 
always respectful and her students love her. She's a fantastic communicator, she 
can tell a joke and have the whole class laughing, or engage in a difficult 
conversation about immigration policies. She's not afraid of difficult 
conversations. She listens, cares and offers support whenever needed. 
 

 "She has written letters of recommendation for students to apply for a 
foundation scholarship, she's helped students get a job and she is always letting 
her class know about opportunities available for them in the community. Laura 
attends everything, she's super involved on campus, participates in the Culture 
of Excellence, serves on the Sustainability Council, attends regular meetings with 
other instructors. Helped with the recent waste audit and much more." 
Congratulations Laura. 
 

 In conclusion I would just like to say these faculty represent an outstanding 
award for this year and for this term, but they represent a part of many, many 
more faculty and staff here at Mt Hood. Who give all of themselves to our 
students everyday, so congratulations. 
 

Female: Thank you so much. We're moving onto item 3.3 ASG [inaudible 00:53:32] 
farewell, welcome. Take it away. 
 

Female: Year end report. 
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Seth: All right, cool. 
 

Female: Yeah, you can move into year end report after that. 
 

Male: I guess I will start then with calling up Kelly and Santiago, our new President and 
Vice President. Come on. I just want to introduce them to you all, as they will be 
serving as ASG President and Vice President for 2016/2017. Here they are and 
here's the board. Introductions made, there you go. Do you guys want to talk a 
little bit about yourselves? 
 

Kelly: As you can tell I'm the current Administrative Assistant for the Executive Cabinet 
and Student Organizations Council this year, and I got to work with some really 
amazing people including Seth and Lindsay. I got to learn so much from everyone 
and I'm really excited to get to work with everyone, and work on our progress 
here at Mt Hood Community College. 
 

 Doing whatever we can to help our college community, whether it's moving 
forward with the Guided Pathways project or the Open Educational Resource 
Project. Finding ways in which we can help our undocumented community, 
international students and anyone in need. We're really excited to meet our new 
team. We'll be going over applications this Friday, interviews next week. 
Deliberations on Friday and we'll get our new team set. 
 

Santiago: Hi everyone, nice to see you all. I'm going to be the new Vice President for next 
year, and Kelly said a lot of things that we will be working on. One other is that 
my overall goal is to really learn from the school, the system that Mt Hood 
Community College has, in terms of working with the students. 
 

 Also just to find a better idea of how to target or how to reach out to all the 
different populations that we've had here in the community college. We have 
from full-time employees working that take classes here, and also we have 
students coming up from high school. They're just learning how to work for the 
best of them. 
 

Male: I've had the privilege of working with both of them this year, more so Kelly but I 
have observed Santiago a lot and I am fully confident in their abilities. To be able 
to carry on with ASG and to move the team even further than I could ever think 
that I would have. I'm very excited for you guys and I'll stop by some time next 
year to check on you. Thank you. 
 

 We move on to ASG end of year report. We got a little PowerPoint and then 
Lindsay if you want to talk at all. I forget things, I'm just going to be straight up. I 
forget things. 
 

Female: Should we turn off that light? 
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Seth: That's fine. We'll see. [crosstalk 00:56:56] It's green. ASG 2016 recap, so I just 
want to go over some of the things that we've done this year. What did I do? 
 

Female: Nothing. 
 

Seth: Okay, cool. Some of the accomplishments we've made and some things that we 
have started. First off, am I working? 
 

Female: Is it turned on? 
 

Seth: Probably not. Now I need the light. Got it, we're good. There was a slider. Here's 
a compilation of some of the many, many drafts we've had for our events. We've 
had over thirty events this year, that are put on by both our Student Activities 
Board and our Executive Cabinet. 
 

 Some of the major ones that I really want to point out that are huge successes 
were like Take Back the Night. Take Back the Night was huge, we had a 5K 
walk/run around the track, to support or to bring awareness to sexual assault. 
That was very well attended, we had a lot of students there walking around the 
track. We've had tons of events like that over this term, [inaudible 00:58:37] 
always a great one. 
 

 The Halloween Harvest brought a lot of community members on campus 
actually, because it appealed to the children as well as the students themselves. 
That was fairly successful as well. I will move on, if you have any questions 
throughout about any events or anything, feel free to ask them. Those are only a 
couple that I mentioned. Our Student Organizations Council, so all of our clubs 
are run by our Director of SOC Rachel Welke. She did a fantastic job leading them 
this year. 
 

 That is a list of all of our current clubs, I believe when I counted earlier there's 
twenty five. Then those three at the end, the History Club, the Entrepreneurship 
Club and the Troublesome Movement Club are three new clubs that were 
started this year. Participation in the SOC meetings which happen every Monday 
right here in this room, has been between twenty four and fourteen I believe, 
which is great for the clubs. It's for them to get involved with everything and 
with each other, and make sure that ASG knows what they're doing and that 
they know what each other is doing, so that we can work together to serve the 
students more. 
 

 One of our goals for this year was to work on the OER movement. You might 
recognize those pictures, they were taken at the board meeting that we all 
attended. We started out with a resolution, saying that ASG was going to 
dedicate some of it's time to pursuing the Open Educational Resources. That 
involved working with TAT Council and Heather White and David Pontious. 
Throughout this year we've been working with them, trying to figure out what 
we're going to do? How can we get this on campus? 
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 Letting students know, letting faculty know, letting teachers know, letting 

everybody know that this is a thing and that this is happening. We had a festival 
a couple of weeks ago, I reported on that which was super successful, and then 
we had a survey and hopefully we can get that into presentation sometime in the 
summer, or beginning next year for you all. We have the results of that survey 
and they were what we expected them to be, even though it's not what we want 
them to be. Hopefully we can get those to you soon and hopefully that 
continues. 
 

 You guys already know all about this, the mascot competition happened, that is 
our new Barney logo. It started out with us meeting as a committee figuring out 
where we're going to go with that, how can we make this happen? We decided 
to have a competition between students, so students send in their submissions. 
We got over thirty to start out with so we had to narrow this down to our top 
three, which you all saw around campus. In the voting process total we had eight 
hundred and forty five, and the winner got four hundred and twenty six, so this is 
a very widely loved Barney. Hopefully he will continue to be that throughout the 
years to come. 
 

 I talked to Julie Godat from the bookstore, they're hoping to get new 
merchandise with this Barney as soon as they can. They're working through 
some things with graphics right now, but they will order those soon. I'm excited 
to wear that Barney, I don't know about you all. The vote numbers, too far. One 
of our big goals for the year was getting students registered to vote, using the 
bond as a push to get those students registered. 
 

 Our goal was seven hundred for this term, we reached eight hundred and twenty 
five students, and we got five hundred and sixty students registered to vote 
statewide. We exceeded the goal, I don't have the exact number of what our 
goal was but we got 0.77% above that, which is awesome. Contacts made after 
the election, we got 119% above what the statewide goal was. Across Oregon 
colleges and community colleges have been rallying to this, and so we've had a 
great [inaudible 01:02:36] this year and that's going to continue to next 
November. We can see those numbers start to rise. 
 

 Student Life App, we started out the year with about a thousand downloads. 
Maybe a little but more, maybe a little less but we are at now at one thousand 
seven hundred downloads, so we've gotten quite a few students on that app. We 
started to use things like picture contests and games like the treasure hunt, if 
you see students running around campus they're usually after the treasure, 
which is a little digital icon on their phone. They click on it, they can steal it, they 
get it for a certain amount of time. They have to run, it's awesome. Students love 
it and it gets people involved in the app, so that we can start using it to promote 
the college and to benefit students. 
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 One of the things that we've been working on this year that hopefully will 
continue next year, is the [inaudible 01:03:24]. Going out to community, seeing if 
they can give discounts to Mt Hood students with this app, so that they can go 
get discounted [inaudible 01:03:33]. I don't know when exactly that is going to 
be in trying to get those yields, but what it's going to take is actually going to the 
businesses and saying, "Hey, can you do this for us?" Rather than say, "If you 
want it, talk to us." Learning that one, so hopefully that continues on next year. 
 

 I just really want to point out the vigil, Lindsay actually did a fantastic job with 
this. If you remember we held a few events prior to the shooting at UCC, which 
included a moments silence, a panel with members of our Public Safety and just 
giving students some peace of mind on what we have on campus, in case of an 
event like this. Then we had the candlelit vigil which was again very well 
attended, we had some great speakers and the mood was just right for that. That 
was all Lindsay, I was out of town when that happened and so she really stepped 
up and put this all on by herself. Good job Lindsay. 
 

 All right, and then Barney's Pantry. We moved it this year. My first year, two 
years ago it was back in the backroom of all of our storage, not super welcoming 
to students but we still had it. This last year we had it in the ASG office so a little 
bit more welcoming, but it's harder for students to come in and out without 
feeling they're disrupting us. This year we switched up the ASG presidents office 
with Barney's Pantry, so now Presidents office is with everybody else in the ASG 
office, and Barney's Pantry has his own room. Altogether we've had a fantastic 
visit amount from students, which is about three thousand four hundred and 
seventy five. 
 

 That's from the monitoring system that we have, where students come in and 
put in their ID number, and we record them. We've had some great food drives, 
the first one was four thousand seven hundred and sixty five food items. Winter 
was two thousand two hundred and nine, and then the spring one is currently 
happening. If you have any food items you'd like to donate towards the pantry, 
there are boxes around campus so let's get that number higher. Barney's Pantry, 
just a great service for students and as you can see it gets used a lot. 
 

 We started up intramural soccer this year, that's been trying to start up for a 
long time. It's definitely something that students have been wanting but finally is 
happening. It was Tuesdays from one to two in the stadium, I'm not sure what 
that's going to look like for next year but I know it will continue to happen. We 
also got an athletics budget lineup of four intramurals in general, so we can start 
seeing more soccer. Maybe dodge-ball, maybe ultimate Frisbee, whatever 
students want we can start working on that now. Hopefully we can provide more 
athletic things, for students to go out, get in the sun, get out from studying for a 
little bit and just have some fun with each other. 
 

 During our spring retreat, ASG decided to pretty up that little garden in the 
circle. If you guys don't know where that is, it's right outside the Student Union 
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in between the Visual Arts Center and the Student Union. If you go out there 
right now they're blooming, they're beautiful and I'm just really happy that we 
had a chance to do that. It really didn't take that long, it took about an hour, 
hour an half to plant all those roses, because we had just so much help and a lot 
of support from our facility staff. 
 

 We also attended a ton of conferences this year for whatever, it's still a ton. One 
was NWSLC, Northwest Student Leadership Conference, which we go to every 
year and that just really pushes learning how to be a leader better. Learning 
where you can be better and better yourself as a leader, a lot of our students 
went to that. Four of us went to LeaderShape which was probably the best 
conference I've ever been to, I grew so much over that week than I've ever 
before in any conference. We really hope that students get a chance to go to 
that next year. It was put on by, I forget things like, never mind. I don't want to 
say it because that'll be wrong. 
 

Female: Is it Campus Compact Oregon? 
 

Seth: Yeah, Oregon Campus Compact, there we go. That's the one I was thinking of 
and then we actually got to go their twenty year celebration, which was great. 
Our Student Activities Board went to NACA, which is the National Association of 
Campus Activities. The big old concert looking thing, that's NACA. Basically 
students get to go and experience entertainment, to figure out what they can 
bring back to our campus. We've actually had a lot of entertainers that they saw 
their on campus. Pretty much every entertainer that you will see on campus we 
saw on NACA, with some exceptions. 
 

 [inaudible 01:08:16] was another conference we went to right after our retreat. 
Basically that was the start of our students leadership training, when they really 
got more in depth to what they could do. Overall it's been a great year for ASG. 
We've done a lot, that was just some of the stuff that we have. We had other 
things like MLK Day, a service, we participated in that. We participated in bond 
movement, we participated in so many things throughout the campus. I just 
really want to thank you all so much, for supporting ASG and helping us through 
this year. 
 

Female: Every year, this time of the school year it's a wonderful time to celebrate, but it 
also is this time where I recognize that I'm losing Seth and Lindsay. We'll have 
new folks that I'll have an opportunity to work with, but personally I want to 
thank you guys. You've been wonderful and energetic and committed, and even 
though they do all this stuff they're still amazing students as well. Thank you so 
much for continuing to move us forward and our students forward. 
 

Female: Wonderful presentation Seth. Good job. 
 

Female: Yes, Tammy? 
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Tammy: I just want to say having been involved in Student Government myself, a time 
back and you shan't name when. 
 

Male: [inaudible 01:09:59] 
 

Tammy: I don't know. I just want to say Student Government has come so far, and you 
two are just absolutely amazing leaders. I'll be honest, I don't think we did even a 
quarter of the things that you guys do for not only the school, but for this 
community so kudos to both of you, for your hard work and to all of the students 
that also worked so very hard. Thank you guys so very much. 
 

Female: I'd like to second that. I'm so impressed with the work that ASG does for the 
community and for the school, and I hope you take that back to your 
membership. That the board recognizes the work that you guys do, and to you 
two personally you guys are leaders. I see great things in your future, you're 
going to be good. Great work. 
 

Female: I second that too. That's wonderful, really wonderful. 
 

Female: We actually have business items to take care of tonight. 
 

Female: Oh yeah. 
 

Female: You know, those things. 
 

Male: Really? 
 

Female: Yeah. We are moving on to item 4.1 this is an action item and this is the consent 
agenda, so I'm looking for a motion to approve the consented agenda. 
 

Tammy: Move to approve the consent agenda. 
 

Female: Move by Tammy, do I have second? 
 

Sonny: Second. 
 

Female: Second by Sonny, the discussion. Anything you want to have pulled out? 
 

Sonny: I would like a little more explanation on item H, Head Start Director hire. 
 

Female: Yes, go ahead. 
 

Female: I've been part time now for about ten years. We have been in the process of 
planning succession for quite some time with Head Start, and it's been a 
staggered approach. Things have come up and things have changed and slowed 
down quite a bit, but we're really happy to announce that we have hired a new 
director, and that is Pam Greenough. We have received approval, we await your 
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approval but we have received approval from the board and from the Policy 
Council. 
 

 We did interviews, we had good pool and we were every impressed with Pam. 
We interviewed with a community of five including some members of the 
community, and she was our top choice. I think that you will find her to be 
experienced, Pam was ten years the Director of the Child Development Center 
here, and then ten years with Head Start, is that right? Eighteen years, oh well. I 
think it was eight years with Community Placements at Head Start and then she 
went another ten years as an Associate Director. She is all ready. 
 

 We've taught her, Jean and I have taught her everything she knows and she's 
ready for you. Then Jean I think was approved earlier as the Executive Director, 
so we're just sliding along here going into the sunset, and these two will be the 
group for next year. 
 

Female: Thank you. 
 

Sonny: Thank you very much. 
 

Female: Anything else anyone? Okay. All in favor of approving the consent agenda 
indicate by saying aye. 
 

Group: Aye. 
 

Female: Opposed same sign? Motion carries, thank you. Carrie do you have any public 
input? 
 

Carrie: We do not. 
 

Female: Okay, thank you. Business action item 6.1 this is to consider resolution to impose 
and categorize taxes, and I'd like to invite Jennifer DeMent to come forward. You 
don't have a table for these people. 
 

Female: We're kind of at the dinner table. 
 

Female: That's good there. 
 

Jennifer D: The first item on here is the consideration to impose and categorize taxes. If 
you'll recall last month as the budget committee and their is the the first step on 
the taxes, so this is the final. This resolution, you'll also notice only includes our 
permanent tax rate, which is the 0.4917 per one thousand of assessed value. It 
does not include the GO bonds which was on the previous one, so this is the one 
that will hopefully be approved tonight and signed, and then it gets filed with all 
of three our counties. That's how we pay taxes over the next year. 
 

Female: Any questions from anyone? Sonny? 
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Sonny: I'm a little bit curious, maybe it's the wording here that I do not understand. It 

says considering the resolution to impose taxes, seems to me that wasn't 
approved of being okay. That didn't not pass, impose [inaudible 01:15:19] 
[crosstalk 01:15:23] 
 

Jennifer D: This does not include the General Obligation bond that was on the May ballot, 
and as a local government organization so we are a state agency, where local 
government and the board is elected by the people within our district. The board 
has the authority to assess taxes and they are capped at this permanent rate, 
which is the 0.4917 per one thousand on assessed value. That makes about 
$11,000,000 of our annual revenue, but the board has to take this action 
annually in order to assess those taxes, and then that's filed with each of our 
three counties. We have Clackamas, Hood River and Multnomah County, and 
then those revenues come in over the years. As a government organization we 
are supported by property taxes that go towards our general operations, as 
opposed to the general obligation one which was for capital construction. When 
we looked at this month there were two different types of taxes on here, one 
was the general obligation taxes and the other was just our general permanent 
tax rate. What we're putting before you tonight is just the tax rate because the 
voters did not approve the general obligation bond. 
 

Sonny: I'll continue, and therefore the citizen need to resist this. 
 

Jennifer D: This could be a whole board retreat on how property taxes in Oregon work, but 
there were two initiatives, there was measure five and measure fifty, and the 
capped this rate. There used to be a lot more flexibility for taxing districts to go 
out and set tax rates, based on what they needed in tax income. The two 
measures in the ninety's caps, there's then also capped the amount that the 
taxable value of your property could increase on an annual basis. At this point it's 
a permanent rate there's not anything. You can't increase the rate, you could 
assess less, accept that the budget committee did approve a budget that 
requires that $11,000,000 in order to balance the budget, and were required to 
have a balanced budget. I suppose if a voter was not happy with this, then it 
would have to be reflected through elections in these positions. 
 

Male: I move to approve, sorry. Go ahead. 
 

Sonny: I'm somewhat concerned that as, say it's potential that you're going encounter 
some rather stiff resistance, and given the fact the State of Oregon has just 
passed a total of I believe $6,000,000,000 in additional taxes as of this year. 
Which is the highest tax rate this state has ever seen in it's entire history. People 
are not going to be happy. They are sharpening their pitchforks and building 
their torches. I would rather not be in front of the mob. 
 

Male: I move to approve item 6.1 
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Male: I second the motion. 
 

Female: It's been moved and seconded, do we have any further discussion? 
 

Female: Is where we discuss whether we're going to run the tax bond? 
 

Female: No, this not the bond. This is just our ... 
 

Male: Status quo. 
 

Female: General. 
 

Male: This is just status quo. 
 

Female: Property tax. 
 

Male: Nothing different than what's going on. 
 

Male: Continuation thereof. 
 

Female: Setting our property taxes. 
 

Female: The fifty cents that comes out of my taxes to go to Mt Hood. 
 

Female: Correct, yes that's correct. Any further discussion? It's been moved and 
seconded, all those in favor of approving the resolution to impose and categorize 
taxes, please indicate by saying aye. 
 

Group: Aye. 
 

Female: Oppose same sign. Motion carries. Next one which is related, this is going to be 
to consider the resolution to adopt and make appropriations for the MACC 
budget, for fiscal year 2016/17. Jennifer you're still on. 
 

Jennifer D: We have budget books. These are interim budget books because we did make 
changes, some small changes. Going to be the budget that was approved by the 
Board Budget Committee, and this is not the final adopted budget so all of you in 
the audience that really want it, you'll have to wait until Monday. Elizabeth tells 
me, because we're going to actually insert all the legal documents into it, and 
have a final published document. Including the resolution that we get to sign 
tonight and the TSCC resolution go in the final document. 
 

 The only change that was made to the budget was we made an adjustment to 
reflect the actual healthcare rates, and when we first did the proposed budget 
we were estimating at 15% increase in medical premiums. Then when we got the 
rates in they were less than 15% but still a little bit over around, depending on 
what plan it was there was some varying premium increases. We went ahead 
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and made those changes in the budget, and so if you look at page twenty eight of 
the document, is probably the easiest place to see this. It's only in the general 
one, that's the only one that had any changes. 
 

 You'll see a slight reduction in personal services, it went from fifty four point four 
million to fifty four point two million, and then there's a correlating increase in 
contingency. We were at at one point seven five million and now we're at one 
point nine six. You can see that from [inaudible 01:21:38] we're still at 3% in 
contingency, it didn't make a significant shift, but since we have the updated 
information we went ahead and reflected that in the budget that we're bringing 
for adoption. That's the only change that we've made to this. 
 

Female: I have a question for you. What if we were to go out for a bond in November and 
pass? 
 

Jennifer D: This budget does include the $125,000,000 for the expenditures and it included 
the estimate for the debate service, and it becomes a lame duck at this point 
because we didn't have voter approval. The reason that it was included in the 
budget is because the election lined up perfectly with our budget process, but 
even if it hadn't been in here if the board had decided in September to put 
something on November. 
 

 We would just have to have a supplemental budget process and the TSCC 
hearing, which like we did before. We can do it any point, it's because at this 
point it's an unknown if the board decides to vote again. 
 

Female: Okay, we need a motion to consider resolution to adopt and make 
appropriations to the MACC budget for fiscal year 2016/17. Do I have a motion? 
 

Jim: I so move. 
 

Tina: Second. 
 

Female: It's been moved by Jim, it was seconded by Tina. Is there any further discussion 
or questions? 
 

Jennifer D: I just have a clarification on the resolution that's in your pamphlet. The narrative 
at the top has the total sum of three hundred and fifty seven million, eight 
hundred thousand and eight hundred ninety four. The total that was actually in 
the board packet at the bottom of the last page was not that number, and so 
Carrie has a revised solution for you to sign. I just want to make sure that 
everyone's looking at the ... 
 

Female: What is the final number? 
 

Jennifer D: It's three hundred and fifty seven thousand, eight hundred - 
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Female: Okay. 
 

Jennifer D: It should be in there. 
 

Carrie: Yeah, it's in the corrected one that's in your folder. 
 

Female: Okay. No further discussion, all those in favor of the motion indicate by saying 
aye. 
 

Group: Aye. 
 

Female: Oppose same sign. That motion carries, thank you. We have our item 6.3 this is 
Head Start policy first reading, and they are always exciting. 
 

Speaker 37: Interesting. 
 

Female: Interesting. 
 

Speaker 37: I'm afraid I'm going to let you down, this is not as much [inaudible 01:24:12] 
 

Female: Okay. 
 

Male: Are you going to nitpick again?[crosstalk 01:24:21] 
 

Female: Will you take me home please? 
 

Speaker 37: The policy that I'm bringing to you tonight is the code of conduct for staff. This is 
a requirement by the federal government that we have a code of conduct, that 
people sign annually and there are several pieces that have to be in it. We've 
chosen to add a number of things, number two about showing respect for 
differences, number three child guidance. Four, no child left alone and five, 
confidentiality must be in there. 
 

 We've added some, we've certainly had to abide by the board policies and by 
regulations, and by our policies and procedures. There's a whole lot of them, but 
the new one we added one. One of our funders, the county is requiring that we 
have something in our rules and regulations, that says staff can't provide services 
to their children or their family members. This is where we're putting it, so it says 
number six, I will not provide any program services to my child or any of my 
family members. If this should arise I will let my supervisor know of the issue so 
alternative plans can be made, and that's how we are working with that 
particular issue that we have to. 
 

 Goes on down, says they have to do the things that they have to do to get their 
job. It also says at number twelve, I agree to do the work in days and times that I 
am scheduled work, and you can only imagine why we have that there. It comes 
up. Any questions about this? We have people sign this annually in the fall, when 
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they come back to work and it goes into their personnel file that we keep. We 
keep a secondary personnel file, so this goes into our personnel file so that the 
government can see that we're doing this. 
 

Male: Thank you. 
 

Female: Question right here. 
 

Female: Just to clarify, let me try understand this. Your employees, their children aren't 
allowed to attend Head Start. 
 

Speaker 37: No, they are but they aren't allowed to be their own child's teacher or that kind 
of thing. The particular program that this was designed for, although it fits for 
older programs, is a home visit program. It really wouldn't fit or social service 
program, where it'd be better to have somebody other than the employees 
parent. We occasionally do have, we often have the sort of parents who are 
working and their child's attending hopefully a different center, or if it's the same 
center it's down the hall. Thank you. 
 

Female: Okay, anything else? That was just the first reading? 
 

Speaker 37: Yeah. 
 

Female: Now we have the presidents report. Dr Derr will share her ... 
 

Dr Derr: Okay. I will move this along. First I want to make sure that I thank Jennifer and 
Elizabeth left, but her staff for all of the work that they have done on the budget. 
Each year it feels like we get one done and we start the next one right away, so it 
is an ever evolving process. I truly appreciate the support that she has provided, 
not only to me personally but to all of the budget managers and whatnot. To be 
able to accomplish this evening, so thank you for that. 
 

 Just to quickly go through some of the highlights. In May we had a 
comprehensive accreditation review of our funeral services program, and 
successfully completed that with flying colors. I'm very excited about that. Of 
course May 17th was our election day and we will move forward, and we will be 
providing the board in July with information about how everything came out, 
and what we learned about it. Possibly a couple of recommendations for your 
consideration, as they stated with TSCC. My hope would be that the board would 
make a decision to move forward, at least within the two next years, so that's 
happening. 
 

 On May 18th we had a MOC accreditation visit, this was something where we 
brought in colleagues from Portland Community College, Clackamas Community 
College, Chemeketa, Lane Community College. We got to practice a little bit 
about what our accreditation visit will look like in November. It's something that 
we're the first college in Oregon to give that a shot. It was great, got some good 
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information moving with that. On May 20th I attended the ON Semiconductor 
20th anniversary celebration, and that was wonderful to be able to be in their 
facility, and see the amazing things that are happening there. 
 

 I also had an opportunity, although I've been here three years it was interesting 
that it took us so long to connect, but I met Kay Toran who is the Volunteers of 
America President in our region. We talked a lot about Volunteers of America 
having a greater presence in East Multnomah County, and what we can do to 
support the amazing work that they're doing with populations that are at risk. A 
lot of what I've been working on has been closing out the year, and I think 
bringing the students today and having Seth share a lot of the work that they 
have done is reflective in that. 
 

 I also had the opportunity to meet with Portland Mayor Hales and several others, 
to discuss some potential for a gateway collaboration. Hopefully we'll have some 
additional information soon to share with the board about that. This morning a 
number of us gathered at the Bruning Center to present the 2015 John and 
Suanne Roueche Excellence Awards, on behalf of the League for Innovation in 
Community College. We had eighteen awards that we presented to faculty and 
staff at that meeting. 
 

 With you we have the new venture, wanted to make sure everybody got a copy 
of that. This is the publication that comes out through the Advocate, and the 
focus as I was talking with Emily is about people. Taking a look at the people that 
are in our community and in our college, so very happy to be able to present that 
to you. I was unable to attend the reception but we'll make sure everybody gets 
a copy of perceptions. Were you able to go to do that? 
 

Jim: I was there. 
 

Dr Derr: Okay, so Jim might have a little more information about that. We also, our 
Fisheries Technology program on May the 18th released thousands and 
thousands of rainbow trout into our pond. Now basically people are fishing and 
the fishes are growing, and I'm not telling a fish story. Eight inches or more, I bet 
you by the end of the summer we'll have some good ones. 
 

 I want to thank, they're not here tonight but Al Sigala and Judy, for the work that 
they did on the Presidents Garden Committee party. It was this Sunday from two 
to five, it was hot but we were inside and the blackjack tables were rolling, and 
the food was wonderful and we presented this years Patron Saint Award. We 
have a little, something to show up here. It's not a video but I do want to show it. 
 

 For those of you that are not aware, we gave two Patron Saint Awards this year. 
The first one went to Marianne Daoust. Marianne is an alumni of the college, 
she's very involved in the the Troutdale community particularly, but one of the 
things with Marianne is that she did not miss a single Friends of Mt Hood 
Community College meeting. She was on the phone constantly, Jim shared with 
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me today that the Friends raised $209,000 for our campaign efforts, and these 
two women had a lot to do with that. 
 

 I thanked Marianne for that and then the second person that was honored was 
our own board chair Susie Jones, for her passion for the college and the amazing 
work that she does. Not only with the board but also on our general obligation 
bond efforts, and so I wanted you all to know that we were able to provide that 
award to them at the Presidents Garden Party. Congratulations to Susie. 
 

Male: [crosstalk 01:34:14] is a saint. 
 

Dr Derr: She did do that. Just reminders that Friday evening is GED graduation at 7pm, 
and commencement is at 10am on Saturday morning. For those of you attending 
I think you all know you need to be there on Saturday at 9am. Our 
commencement speaker is Congressman Earl Blumenauer, so I'm very excited 
about that. Another thing that's coming up very quickly, the following weekend 
on Saturday June 18th from 10 to 3pm, is Strawberry Short Course Festival Day 
and we will be unveiling the time capsule. That will happen at noon, Jim's going 
to help me with that as well as Susie, but I'm hoping all of you will be able to 
attend and help celebrate the college's 50th birthday. 
 

 We will have the very first advocate editor there, we will have members of the 
masons, the masonic temple there who were there at the first. When you look at 
the picture in my office and you see the guys in the interesting outfits, those are 
masons. They were there to help bury the first time capsules, so they're 
interested in coming back. [inaudible 01:35:43] son will be there, I can't think of 
his first name. We have lots of first peoples who will be with us to unveil the 
time capsule. Again I just want to thank our associated student government folks 
for the work they do, and this is my favorite board meeting because we get to 
share all the cool stuff that happens over the year. 
 

Female: Sonny? 
 

Sonny: You mentioned the masonic temple, is this the [inaudible 01:36:14] 
 

Dr Derr: I do not know. 
 

Male: The free masons. 
 

Sonny: Too bad. They put on a very colorful show. 
 

Dr Derr: Yeah, I think Michael's right. That's my report. 
 

Female: Thank you very much. 
 

Dr Derr: You're very welcome. 
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Female: At this time we have closing remarks from those of us around the big table. I 
think I'll start with Marilyn. 
 

Marilyn: I don't have anything to share except this was a very fun meeting. I enjoyed it. 
Sincerely, just about all the students and their successes. I was saying to Corey I 
was almost brought to tears. It's just very special, and now I will. 
 

Male: I know it's late so I'll be brief, but I have three pieces I'd like to talk about. The 
first is I'm proud to announce that the Classified Employees Association and the 
college have reached a tentative agreement on our contract. One of the things I 
said last board meeting is that I would be impressed and I think we should be 
impressed, and I think some of that goes to my team led by Kathy and it goes 
also to Linda. This will be the first time in the vast majority of any of our 
members memories, and any of our staffs memories. We will actually have a 
contract settled before we out of our current contract, and that is a precedent. 
You deserve the credit. 
 

 The second item and I can't disclose the full information, but there was recently 
a pretty big issue in of my employees lives that took finesse, compassion, 
goodwill and good work from members and employees on this campus. I'd like to 
thank Debbie, I'd like to thank Jeff and I know Regina's not here as well but it 
took their work and effort to help make one of my employees whole, and I am 
incredibly humbled by you. Thank you. 
 

 The third that I would say is the most important piece. It looks like all the other 
students have left you here. I was sitting here with Marilyn and I'm incredibly 
humbled by everything you and your cohort does. The group of students that 
you represent are amazing, I would say that you're the best of us in what we do, 
and I can speak for every single classified employee. I'm sure it would be every 
employee in this institution, that we are honored and it's a great privilege to 
serve you. Wherever you go I hope you take us with you, and recognize that 
some of you gets to stay with us. That's the reason we get to keep doing what we 
do every year, and I'm really excited to see where you guys go, what you do but 
I'm also really excited to meet the next group that comes in, so thank you Seth. 
 

Sonny: Where do we start first? First things first. That last time, last year it was 
something. This year it's something else again, these people have been busy. 
They have according to, no small wonder we didn't see one of them in the honor 
society, you must have things going on, too much to do. That is an honor of it's 
own, it stands alone. Now that we have canonized our chair, hopefully I will not 
be anointed as Lucifer. Thank you. 
 

Tina: As some of you may know, I have served on the Long Term Care Advisory Council 
for the State of Oregon. I was a legislated appointment, I'm going into my 
eleventh year and of course we're concerned about jobs. It was a great delight to 
me to get our handout, which I have one for each of you, called outcomes. It tells 
about the success stories of the state ombudsman, of which we have almost two 
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hundred in the state of Oregon. Managed by six deputies who have law degrees 
and some also have medical degrees. They are managing two hundred 
ombudsman and training two hundred ombudsman, to oversee the care and 
safety of long term residence in forty three thousand beds in our state. 
 

 That's a lot of people and that's a lot of jobs, and that's a lot of jobs in the 
nursing industry that Mt Hood can probably do. Enlighten some students, and I 
found out our ombudsman, one of our main lawyer ombudsman has taught a 
class out here at Mt Hood, about careers in long term care or long term care 
options. I have one for each of you and here is the long term care class coming 
up June 28th. Our deputy will be teaching that, David Berger, and if there are 
enough of these to go around they can go up into the audience too. I just really 
appreciate the fact that he has gotten the cooperation of the college and had a 
very good outcome. That's super good news. 
 

 One other item, one of our local students from David Douglas High School, 
graduated in 1973 with a scholarship to Stanford University. Swam on the 
Stamford swim team and was in the United States Olympics relay. Kim Peyton, 
does anybody know of Kim Peyton? Anyway, they have made a movie on this 
relay team that performed in the '72 Olympics, because they should have won 
the Montreal international relay also. West German woman were unknowingly 
they say, beefed up with steroids. Our team in the United States which Kim was 
on from David Douglas, got second place. 
 

 Now the European Film Festival has made a film that was announced yesterday, 
and was grand opening yesterday in Europe, The Last Gold. Evidently the Los 
Angeles film festival will be getting that too, and if anybody's interested you can 
Google the Last Gold. You'll come up with all kinds of information. Our student 
from David Douglas is a star. She's passed away so it's in her memory. 
 

Female: Thank you, Jim? 
 

Jim: Thank you. To steal some of Susie's limelight, this weekend last she and I 
undertook to disseminate Mt Hood Community College scholarships. She was 
responsible for four high schools, I was responsible for another four and we 
represent the college. It was a humbling opportunity to communicate to the 
community at large, the fact that we want to support our students and as best 
we can. Even though our scholarships are nominal we are at least making an 
effort to promote affordability for those students who are the most deserving. 
 

 Debbie mentioned the perceptions reception. The college publishes a 
remarkable book called Perceptions. It's a tome and it contains literature from a 
variety of sources. It also includes a DVD and a CD, some of the content is quite 
curious and I urge you to examine this when you do get your copy. We held a 
reception this year over at the BPOE Lodge. My daughter when she was younger 
used to call it the beige poodles of England, but BPOE Lodge replaced the former 
meeting place which was McMenamins, and this was done because of cost. The 
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BPOE turned out to be an excellent location, which I think we will be returning 
to. A fun event and basically cosponsored largely by ASG, so we thank you for 
that. 
 

 Let's see, Rho Theta. Rho Theta has been mentioned but the Rho Theta induction 
is again a humbling experience. It's a joy to see the support that these scholars 
receive from their brothers and sisters, their parents, their grandparents, their 
neighbors. It was held in our main theater and Dr Derr gave the welcoming 
address. It was attended by many of our administrators and the one, I'm going to 
tell a story on myself. My wife is going to curse me. Athena was in attendance, as 
she often is and I made the statement to Dr Derr. I said, "You don't see a goddess 
very often," to which my wife said, "What do you mean?" Turkey. That's Jim's 
embarrassment. 
 

 One last item. It is now time to renew your Fred Meyer Rewards, endorsement 
for Mt Hood Community College. I'm doing this on behalf of Al Sigala, he sent the 
whole staff out just recently. He made the statement to me the other day, he 
said that the Fred Meyer Rewards Program that endorses our programs here at 
Mt Hood, is one of the largest funded community endorsement that Fred Meyer 
makes. All you have to do is register your Fred Meyer Reward card to the Mt 
Hood code and we get credit, and you don't lose your Fred Meyer Rewards 
credit. They just duplicate your credit on our behalf, so this is a fantastic revenue 
source that we really need to cultivate. End of message for the night. 
 

Female: Is there a website that you do this on? 
 

Jim: Yes there is. Fantastic, as you said. It's not here. 
 

Female: We can get the information out. We'll send it out to the board. If you're not a 
person that's doing it right now, so we'll get that out to you. If you are a person 
you actually get to notice, that says please renew your membership. 
 

Jim: In fact, Fred Meyer is going to do something very interesting. I made a purchase 
yesterday and in addition to my cash register receipt there was a secondary slip, 
that reminded me to renew my rewards allocation to Mt Hood, specifically 
naming the college. 
 

Female: We'll make sure, Carrie and I can work with Al to get the signup information out 
there. 
 

Sonny: is this renewed all of the rewards that you may have? 
 

Jim: No, but if you renew ... 
 

Sonny: Only Mt Hood? 
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Jim: Mt Hood is one of many designee's in this program. You can choose anyone in 
their program that you wish, but we prefer that you endorse the Mt Hood 
program. 
 

Sonny: I understand that. 
 

Female: Can you change it? 
 

Female: Of course. Once a year you update it. 
 

Female: I have another ... 
 

Sonny: My question was whether or not they are all expiring and all being renewed, just 
in case some of us don't have options. 
 

Jim: More than likely they are all coming up for renewal. Okay, thank you. 
 

Female: I have two things. One, just want to say that I'm very much looking forward to 
attending both the GED and the commencement ceremonies. That's why we're 
here, it's about student success and those two events are instill and inspire our 
students. It's really important that we be there to witness that, so I'm hoping all 
the board members will be there at GED and commencement with me. 
 

 Two is I'm always talking about the bond. I wanted to say about the bonds that 
it's been so long since we've gone out for a bond, and our demographic and 
community has changed so much that we didn't know what to expect. We got 
some very good information back about how our voters voted on the bond, and I 
think it's going to really help us to fine tune the next bond that we send out 
there. I know that we will be successful next time. 
 

Jim: Can I make an addendum to your GED comment? 
 

Female: Yes. 
 

Jim: I talked to Christie Plinski tonight and she says we are doubling the size of our 
GED graduation. 
 

Female: Really? 
 

Jim: Yes. 
 

Female: Supposed to be about two hundred. 
 

Jim: Doubling. 
 

Female: That's what I've heard. 
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Jim: Yes. 
 

Female: That's good news. 
 

Female: It is. Very good. Kenny? 
 

Kenny: I want you to know that I do have GED and commencement on my calendar, and 
I will be there. I'm looking forward to it. I'm happy that I was able to witness this 
particular board meeting, with all the awards and recognition to those who 
deserve so. Just getting this far, each individual and there's a lot of people that 
came through here tonight, has their own story. None of us really know the 
struggles that they had just to get this far, and I realize that. The more I think 
about how important it is to give credit, and it's been a really nice thing to 
witness that. I wish I could do the Strawberry Shortcake, well actually I can go 
but I can't have it. 
 

Female: There'll be other food that you can have. 
 

Kenny: Yeah, I'm sure there's something. Like water maybe. There'll be something, so I 
am looking forward to that. I'm also once again happy to see all the teachers 
awards, and I'm happy that [inaudible 01:53:14] got their contract, it'd always 
break my hear to see them at the end of the meeting pour out his heart. About 
how he would like to bring closure to that. I just love happy endings. With that 
and the graduation and to hear about the doubling size of GED, that's good time 
to me, that's huge. I'm just happy to be part of it. 
 

Female: Thank you. Michael. 
 

Michael: A couple of things I'd just like to comment on. Shout out to Jennifer on this, it's a 
lot of work and it's how we operate. It's important and I just wanted to recognize 
that. Secondly, my big passion is upward mobility. Enabling our students to 
achieve their dreams and climb that ladder out of poverty and into a successful 
life for themselves. 
 

 Hand in hand with upward mobility is physical mobility, getting the students here 
and making sure that their barriers to accessing higher education are as low as 
possible. That's the work that I've been doing on behalf of the college, serving on 
the TriMet Metro Steering Committee to bring the next mass transit line out 
here to the college. Work continues on that, Rick Doughty has been instrumental 
in helping to coordinate the planning effort. 
 

 At our next board meeting we should be voting on MOU which is a 
Memorandum of Understanding, to allow that line to have it's terminus here at 
the college. I'm really excited about it and if any other board members have 
questions about it, just let me or Rick or Debbie know and we can get those 
answered for you. I'm really looking forward to that next meeting. 
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Female: By the way, congratulations to your sister. 
 

Michael: Thank you. I was recently at CYUNY in New York, which is the City University of 
New York. They're the branch over all of the community colleges in New York, so 
the BMCC which is the Bureau of Manhattan Community College, the Bronx 
Community College, they all feed into one system which is really neat. 
 

 She was just getting her PhD there and so what's really neat about that 
institution is that they're able to guide students to get their AA then to get their 
Bachelors, and then to get their Masters and their PhD's. It's a really great 
scaffolding, it's a really great ladder that CYUNY has in New York. Thank you, I 
appreciate that. 
 

Female: You're welcome. 
 

Female: Just a few things, first is I had the opportunity to represent the college recently 
at the inaugural game of the Gresham GreyWolves. Very exciting and I only 
missed home plate by about that far. That catcher was amazing, he caught my 
terrible ball. 
 

Female: I personally want to thank you. 
 

Female: It was good fun and the boys won their game and they won their game on 
Sunday, and I understand they won their last game. We've got a great baseball 
team, so I'd really like to strongly encourage this community to support not only 
the college because they play for us, but also the Gresham community in East 
County. It's not just Gresham's baseball team, it's East County's baseball team 
and it's such an honor to have them here. I don't ever want to loose them and so 
we don't want to say like we did to the Beavers, bye bye Beavers. We want them 
here, so we've got to support them. 
 

 The turnout was a little disappointing to be quite frank with you, so please put it 
on your Facebook, put it on your Twitter, tell your friends. Make sure that they 
come and support our local team. I also had the opportunity to attend the 
garden party which was, the whole idea for the garden party is to help provide 
scholarships for the students, and so I was curious did we get any idea how much 
money was raised for that? 
 

Female: I haven't heard yet. I'll have that information definitely by the next board 
meeting. 
 

Female: Wonderful, again a really thoughtful, well thought out event and bringing 
business and community members that really care about this culture. It was 
great to see so many people in one room who love and support the college, and 
the people that attend the college. I too am looking forward to attending 
graduation, it's for me I've been looking forward to this all year. 
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 It's the culmination of why we sit here, why we do what we do, is we want to 
insure the success of our students and the vitality of our community. I'm just so 
proud to be on this board and to be able to participate in this event. Thank you. 
 

Female: Seth, we've heard from you. Is there any more? 
 

Seth: There is. That's what we've done and what we've been doing but we still have a 
little bit more to do. We had an event last Saturday, our first ASG and Aquatics 
combined event. We had [inaudible 01:59:02] which was open both to the 
community and to the students, we had shaved ice from Washougal actually, 
come over. It's kind of cool because I live over there, so I'm going to go get some 
of that over the summer because it was really good. Huge hit with students and 
kids and we also had airbrush and I still have a little turtle on my chest a little bit. 
 

 It was a really cool event, a lot of participation in that. We also have a bingo 
event tomorrow night, don't know the times off the top of my head because I 
didn't expect to be talking about it. That's going on tomorrow night and bingo is 
always a huge hit with students, so they can get awesome prizes and who 
doesn't love bingo? Also we're preparing for our final just ASG event, which is 
our ASG celebration in the Student Union this Friday. The ASG members invited 
the families and we're going to be doing awards for our ASG members, having 
desserts and just a good farewell to our team and a thank you, for being such an 
amazing team this year. 
 

 I will probably cry, I'm not a crier but I will probably cry. It's going to be good, 
and then commencement on Saturday. I have a speech to do, it's going to be 
awesome but I'm super excited to be graduating, and to be able to sit up on 
stage with you all. I want to thank you for all of your support throughout the year 
and your kind words today. 
 

Tammy: Two things, one we have a\one of our faculty Ms Sara Williams works on the 
Health Benefits Committee [inaudible 02:00:40] she sent me some really exciting 
news. About four years ago faculty switched how we think about healthcare, so 
our healthcare is now more based on a high deductible plan with an HSA, and 
Sara did some calculations. 
 

 Previously before we switched to that plan of health benefits for faculty, it cost 
about $2,500,000. When we switched to that it dropped to 2.4 so we actually 
cost less. Next year we'll be back to 2.5 but she costed out what would have 
happened if we hadn't made that change, and we would have cost the college 
$3,400,000 this year in health benefits. That was pretty exciting that over that 
time we've been able to save some money with the switch. That we really 
appreciate and Jeff and Jennifer and Debbie's willingness, to work with this new 
idea with health benefits. It looks like it really paid off, for both the college and 
our members. 
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 The second, [inaudible 02:01:33] each of you has Able at your stations so those 
are books written by humanities faculty here. We've provided you a bio, so 
whatever name is up that's who wrote the book, or in the case of the big thick 
one Andy Gurevich. One of our communities instructors wrote the introduction 
to that. Those are books from our humanities faculty. The bookmarks then were 
made by one of our Anatomy and Physiology instructors. I'll show you his work. 
Get that to you, last year some of you remember you got pottery from Joe Davis 
our ceramics instructor and cosmetology gift card. We're trying to rotate it. Let 
me know if anyone has requests, for next year. That's all I got. 
 

Female: Thank you, Jeff. 
 

Jeff: I just too want to thank Seth and Lindsay, and the rest of the students that 
participated in ASG for their service. It is phenomenal what they do for this 
college, and Seth for his sense of humor. He's been really refreshing and they 
just represent why we're here. What our service is for is the students and they 
represent them, so thank you very much. That's it. 
 

Female: Is that all? 
 

Seth: I forgot something. 
 

Female: Go ahead. 
 

Seth: It's more a personal note, but I'm super proud of it. One of all the big art pieces 
at [inaudible 02:02:59] I'm having one of mine put up. 
 

Female: Really? 
 

Seth: Yeah, so I just want to let you all know that I finished it last week, and so my 
instructor said he wanted to put it up. It's a big blue guy holding the world. 
 

Female: Anything else from anyone? It's been a wonderful meeting tonight, I've 
thoroughly enjoyed this but do we have a motion to adjourn? 
 

Jim: I so move. 
 

Female: That was fast. Jim, motion. Do we have a second? 
 

Kenny: Second. 
 

Female: Second by Kenny, all in favor signify by saying aye. 
 

Group: Aye. 
 

Female: [inaudible 02:03:33] meeting adjourned. [crosstalk 02:03:43] 
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How did we do? 
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